
Land Change Monitoring, Assessment and Projection (LCMAP) 
Continuous Change Detection and Classification (CCDC) Product 
Caveats and Constraints 

• The final year of products in the dataset, 2017 in the case of the LCMAP 
Collection 1 Science Products initial release, is to be considered provisional. The 
time series approach can result in a high incidence of either low quality models or 
model absence due to a shortage of Landsat observations towards the end of the 
modeling period. These conditions can be identified in the Spectral Model Quality 
(SCMQA). Forward processing of CCDC with the addition of Landsat 
observations to create science products for additional years will also provide 
updated and improved products for the previous provisional year. 

• When more than one spectral change occurs in the span of a year (365 days), 
only the first change is detected/recorded and the successive changes are not 
detected/recorded. Time series models are fit to observations with the initial 
requirement of being one year in length. Final models may represent longer 
periods of time, but one year is the minimum. As a result, land surface changes 
that would normally cause model breaks that are less than a year apart would not 
all be recorded in the Time of Spectral Change (SCTIME) and Change 
Magnitude (SCMAG). For example, a forest stand may be represented by a 
stable time series model for several years until a management operation such as 
thinning causes a model break. That break is recorded in SCTIME and SCMAG. 
CCDC then attempts to fit a new model with subsequent observations. The same 
area impacted by wildfire within that first year would not cause an additional 
model break because a new stable model, of a minimum one year in length, had 
not been established. 

• CCDC is dependent on the availability of adequate Landsat observations to fit 
valid time series models. Locations that are persistently cloudy or snow covered 
will often require alternate procedures to establish a simpler time-series model. 
There are relatively rare sets of conditions that can cause commission errors in 
the cloud detection algorithm (Fmask) used to produce the PIXELQA data 
available in U.S. Landsat ARD (Foga et al. 2017). As CCDC uses PIXELQA to 
assess cloud contamination and masking, some of these conditions can result in 
poor models and change detection or possibly a lack of model altogether. This 
issue may be addressed in future science product versions. 

• Some LCMAP Science Products may exhibit patterns corresponding with 
Landsat-7 ETM+ SLC-off data gaps under certain conditions. The sensitivity of 
CCDC to detecting spectral change is impacted by the frequency of input 
observations. Sensitivity to small, ephemeral changes increases with observation 
frequency. That observation frequency is affected by data gaps in Landsat-7 
ETM+ caused by the SLC-off condition existing from 2003 onwards. 

• Users should be aware of differences in the representation of time or timing 
between various products. Time of Spectral Change (SCTIME) and Change 
Magnitude (SCMAG) both correspond to specific points in time where 



observations diverged from values predicted by the time series models – model 
breaks. SCTIME reports the specific DOY of breaks observed in a given year 
while SCMAG is an indicator of the degree of change. Both are attributes of 
model breaks and are coincident in space and time. All other products represent 
conditions on July 1st, as a representative date, for the given year. As a result, 
there can be occurrences where SCTIME and SCMAG reflect a model break 
after July 1st of a given year which is expected to impact other products (e.g. a 
change in Primary Land Cover), but that would not be recorded until July 1st of 
the following product year. 

 
For individual product caveats and constraints, see the LCMAP Science Product 
Guide.  

 

https://www.usgs.gov/media/files/lcmap-science-product-guide
https://www.usgs.gov/media/files/lcmap-science-product-guide
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